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We introduce a novel microfluidic device for cell sorting in

continuous flow using tunable standing surface acoustic waves.

This method allows individual cells to be precisely directed into

five different outlet channels in a single step. It is versatile,

simple, label-free, non-invasive, and highly controllable.

Cell sorting is essential in numerous biological studies and

clinical applications, such as molecular biology, pathology,

immunology, genetics, and medical diagnostics and therapeu-

tics.1,2 Conventionally, cell sorting is performed by fluores-

cence-activated cell sorters (FACS), in which cells are

encapsulated into small liquid droplets, which are then

selectively labeled with electric charges and are sorted by an

external electric field.3–6 These droplet-based cell sorters,

however, have several drawbacks: 1) they generate aerosols,

thus requiring stringent protocols and precautions; 2) they

require additional steps to enclose cells into droplets; 3) if one

intends to post-process the cells after sorting (e.g., cell culture),

removing cells from droplets is necessary and often incon-

venient. In this regard, it is important to develop other

techniques that can perform direct cell-sorting without enclos-

ing cells in droplets. In the past decade, researchers have

developed several microfluidic-based methods for direct cell

sorting, such as magnetic-activated cell sorting, optical tweezers,

electrokinetic mobilization, and hydrodynamic flow.6–15 These

methods have pioneered many new avenues in on-chip cell

sorting; however, they also suffer from drawbacks, such as

limited controllability, low cell viability and proliferation, and/

or requirements for bulky equipment.

Acoustic-based approaches appear to be excellent alternatives

for cell sorting. Compared to their optical, electrical, or magnetic

counterparts, acoustic-based manipulations16–35 have been recog-

nized as a more gentle approach to biological objects. Recently,

acoustic-streaming-based droplet/cell sorting has been developed

by utilizing the acoustically induced fluid streaming effect.36,37 In

this communication, we present a fundamentally different cell

sorting method that is based on tunable standing surface

acoustic waves (SSAW). Our SSAW-based cell sorting method

uses the acoustic radiation force to directly manipulate cells,

rather than using the acoustic streaming effect to manipulate the

fluids in which the cells are embedded. Because this method can

precisely define and change the pressure nodes (PNs) of SSAW

and thus the positions of cells, and it does not involve acoustic

streaming which is often chaotic and unpredictable, it can

achieve more controllable and stable cell manipulation than the

acoustic-streaming-based approaches. In addition, this method

can produce a large range of translation (>100 mm). Our

method’s excellent controllability and large range of translation

render it capable of precisely sorting cells into a great number

(e.g., five) of outlet channels in a single step. This is a major

advantage over most existing cell-sorting methods, which

typically only sort cells into two outlet channels. In this work,

we demonstrate the precise sorting of cells into five separate

outlets in a single step without external labeling or droplet

encapsulation. In addition, we conducted cell viability and

proliferation tests to confirm the non-invasiveness of our

approach.

Our SSAW-based cell-sorting device consists of a single-layer

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channel and a piezoelectric sub-

strate with a pair of chirped IDTs, as shown in Fig. 1. We have

previously demonstrated that particles/cells in a microfluidic

channel can be statically patterned in a SSAW field.18 They were

driven by the acoustic radiation force to the PNs or anti-nodes

(ANs) of the SSAW, depending on their material properties. To

acoustically sort particles/cells, however, one must be able to

dynamically move the position of PNs/ANs. In this work, we

achieve the manipulation of PNs/ANs through generation of a

tunable SSAW using chirped IDTs. The gradient in IDT pitch

allows the excitation of SAWs over a wide range of frequen-

cies.22,38,39 Therefore, by tuning the frequency of SSAW, we can

precisely move the PNs/ANs in the lateral direction normal to the

cell flow, which in turn drives the floating cells to designated

outlets on the fly (Fig. 1a & 1b).

Fig. 2a shows a photographic image of our device. We used 128u
Y-cut LiNbO3 as the substrate for its optical transparency and

excellent electrical-mechanical coupling efficiency. The electrodes

of the chirped IDT were aligned parallel to the X-axis of the

LiNbO3 substrate. The pitch of the chirped IDT electrodes ranges

linearly from 140 mm to 200 mm, producing a working frequency
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range of y9.5 MHz to y14.5 MHz. The distance between the two

chirped IDTs is 17 mm. The sorting device was mounted on the

stage of an inverted microscope (Nikon TE2000U). A radio

frequency (RF) signal was generated by a function generator

(Agilent E4422B) to drive the two chirped IDTs simultaneously.

Solutions of human white blood cells (HL-60, y15 mm in

diameter), or fluorescent polystyrene beads (dragon green) with

diameters of 15 and 10 mm, were injected into the microfluidic

channel by syringe pumps (NEMESYS) and hydrodynamically

focused to the center of the main channel by two side sheath flows

before the RF signals were applied to the IDTs. The flow rates

of sample flow and the sheath flow were 0.2 ml min21 and

1.0 ml min21, respectively. The solution we used was phosphate

buffered saline (PBS). A CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ2,

Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) was connected to the microscope to

monitor the sorting process.

The SSAW field is formed by the two parallel chirped IDTs on

the surface of the substrate (underneath the microfluidic channel).

The SSAW couples into the liquid medium and generates an

acoustic radiation force on objects suspended in the liquid. The

density and compressibility of the object and the surrounding

liquid determine whether the objects will be driven to the PNs or

ANs; however, most objects suspended in aqueous solutions,

including polystyrene beads and blood cells, will be pushed to the

PNs.16–22 The PN location is determined by the SAW wavelength,

which is directly dependant on the signal frequency f (f = c/l,

where c is the SAW velocity on the surface of the substrate). Note

that the PN at the center of the two chirped IDTs is fixed

(independent of frequency) and is therefore referred as 0 order.

The subsequent PNs progressing outward from the 0 order are

deemed the 1st order, 2nd order, 3rd order, etc. All other (n > 0)

PNs can be moved simply by modulating the applied signal

frequency; however, the node movement varies at different orders.

The node movement (Dxn) can be described by: Dxn = n(li 2 lj)/2

= n(c/fi 2 c/fj)/2, where i, j > 0. As shown in Fig. 1, we arranged

PNs and ANs parallel to the channel walls. The center of the

microchannel is located at a distance of around 1500 mm (5l at

14 MHz) from the 0 order mode. Simply by varying the input

frequency applied to the chirped IDTs, we can shift the location of

the PNs. As a result, particles/cells trapped in the PN can be

translated laterally across the channel, and with the addition of a

fluid flow, the particles/cells can be directed into any of the upper

or lower output channels, which corresponds to certain input

frequency, as shown in Fig. 1(a & b).

Our sorting device was first characterized by its sorting distance.

Fig. 1c is the merged trajectories of 10 mm polystyrene particles

moving through the sorting region at frequencies of 9.8 MHz and

10.1 MHz. A lateral shift of y100 mm was achieved at the end of

the sorting region. Note that due to the wide working frequency

range of the chirped IDT, precise alignment of PDMS channel and

IDTs are not required. With further optimization on the chirped

IDT, a lateral shift greater than 100 mm can be obtained for

applications that require larger sorting distances.

To demonstrate the functionality of our SSAW-based sorting

method, we first sorted 15 mm fluorescent polystyrene beads

(dragon green, Bangs Lab) with a density of 1.05 g cm23 to

3 outlet channels. In this experiment, the width and height of the

main channel were 200 mm and 70 mm, respectively. When SSAW

was off, the particles did not experience any acoustic force and

thus followed the flow to the center outlet channel (center image of

Fig. 2b). When an input signal was applied with a frequency of

14.5 MHz, the closest PN to the particles was y25 mm above the

center of the channel and directed particles to the upper outlet

channel (top image of Fig. 2b). When the frequency was switched

to 13.9 MHz, the PN was positioned below the center of the

channel and particles were directed to the lower outlet channel

(bottom image of Fig. 2b). These images were produced by

stacking a video which captured the continuous particle-sorting

process. The particle velocity in the main channel in our

experiment was y2000 mm s21, and the power applied to the

device was y25 dBm.

To further demonstrate the versatility of our method and its

ability to sort cells into more outlets, we tested human white blood

cells (HL-60 human promyelocytic leukemia cells) in our sorting

device. The leukemia cells were first hydrodynamically focused to

the center of the main channel by two side flows, and then sorted

to five specific outlets at frequencies of 9.8, 10.0, 10.2, 10.6, and

10.9 MHz, respectively. The cell-sorting results are shown in Fig. 3

by stacking the images of experimental videos recorded under the

various frequencies described above. Our device was able to sort

Fig. 2 (a) An optical picture of the SSAW-based cell-sorting device with

3 inlets and 5 outlets. (b) A 15 mm fluorescent particle passing through the

sorting region can be directed to three different outlet channels by

modulating input frequency (14.5 MHz, SAW off, and 13.9 MHz).

Fig. 1 (a,b) Working mechanism of the SSAW-based cell-sorting device.

When the SSAW is switched on at frequency of (a) f1 and (b) f5, all

particles/cells are driven to the pressure node (solid lines) and directed in

the (a) upper or (b) bottom outlet. (c) The stacked trajectories of two

10 mm polystyrene beads at two frequencies respectively in the SSAW

working region. A lateral shift of 100 mm is achieved after passing through

the cell-sorting region.
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cells into five individual outlets on a single microfluidic chip. We

could potentially extend from the current five outlets to a higher

number of outlet channels to increase the functionality of the

device for applications such as whole blood analysis and antigen-

based cell diagnostics, where the separation of many cell types is

necessary. We have also conducted standard cell viability and

proliferation assays to prove the non-invasive nature of our

SSAW-based technique.22 HeLa cells showed no significant sign of

decrease in both viability and proliferation after exposure to

SSAW fields for 10 min, implying no significant physiological

damage was induced by our technique.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a tunable SSAW-based

cell sorting technique that can sort cells into five outlets in a

continuous flow, rendering it particularly desirable for multi-type

cell sorting. Our device is assembled on a low-cost and disposable

microfluidic chip and requires small sample volumes (y100 ml),

making it an ideal tool for research labs and point-of-care

diagnostics. Furthermore, it can be conveniently integrated with a

small RF power supply, a fluorescent detection module, and a

high-speed electrical feedback module to function as a fully

integrated, portable, inexpensive, multi-color, miniature fluores-

cence-activated cell sorting (mFACS) system.
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